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Abstract 

Using a survey among university students in Belgium, South Africa and The Netherlands we find 

empirical evidence that consumers perceive male and female advisors differently to the extent 

that it affects their financial decision. Among the high risk-averse respondents 62.2% follow a 

buy advice when it is provided by a female analyst, while only 35.7% follows a buy advice from 

a male analyst. This effect is stronger among high risk-averse female respondents, where 76.2% 

of the respondents follow a female buy advice, while only 28% follows a male buy advice.  
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1. Introduction 

It is well known that men and women make different decisions when faced with similar economic 

problems. Men and women take different financial decisions, on an individual level (Barber and 

Odean, 2001) and on a professional level (Eriksen and Kvaløy, 2010). Moreover, significant 

differences have been found in the way men and women process information, make decisions and 

handle finances. Compared to men, women have been found to be more risk-averse, take less 

extreme decisions, behave more like each other and avoid competitive environments (see for 

example Gneezy et al., 2003, Gneezy and Rustichini, 2004, Cohen and Einav, 2007; Niederle and 

Vesterlund, 2007, Gneezy,et al., 2008).  

 

Nowadays, consumers are confronted with investment advice in many different ways. Financial 

advice is found in newspapers, magazines, on television and more recently via the internet and 

via social media. Imagine that the advice to buy or sell stocks of a particular company is provided 

by a either a male or female analyst. Will this gender frame result in a different investment 

decision by the investor? In this paper we show that for risk-averse respondents it does. 

 

The next section presents the research design and hypotheses. Then we present the empirical 

results. Finally the paper concludes with a discussion.  

 

2. Research Design and Hypothesis 

2.1 The Survey Design 

We conducted a survey among (first year) students from Tilburg University in the Netherlands, 

the Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium and the University of Johannesburg in South 

Africa. The target groups of the survey were samples of (first year) Business, Commercial 

Engineering, Finance and Economics students. Students were asked to participate in online 

questionnaire that would measure their individual risk tolerance level as part of a research 

project. Additional questions (referred to as focal questions) were asked in order to collect the 

data that was needed for the analysis in this paper. 

 

The questionnaire comprised of three sections. First, an introductory message explaining to the 

students what was expected of them. Second, 10 survey questions were asked that consisted of 7 

risk tolerance questions and 3 additional questions (we refer to these as the focal questions) that 
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were used in this paper. Finally, at the end of the survey some demographic questions for age, 

country of residence, degree and their gender were asked. The risk tolerance questions were 

adapted from two sources
1
 and were presented in a multiple choice format where respondents had 

to choose one of three answers presented. 

 

Each focal question contained a short company profile with company history, how well the 

company performed in the past months relative to the market and a short or long run forecast of 

future performance. This was followed by a buy and sell advice from two analysts including a 

short motivation for their recommendation. All respondents were university students and the 

implicit assumption of this research is that all of them understood all information that was 

presented to them. Two questionnaires were created, where in the first the male analyst provides 

a buy advice and the female analyst provided a sell advice and in the second the opposite. The 

questionnaires were randomly assigned to students who could only complete a questionnaire 

once. 

 

One focal question contained a gender frame in text only. We do not find any significant 

differences in the answers between the treatment groups implying that the respondents did not 

take into account the gender information when making their decision. Another focal question 

contained the gender frame in text and visually through photographs of the analysts. The 

photographs comprised of a male and female financial professional, which were unknown to the 

respondents, who looked the same in age, attractiveness, face expression and professional attire.
2
  

 

2.2 Hypothesis 

In our tests we analyze the average amount of respondents following buy advice for each 

treatment group that were confronted with a different gender frame. We also conduct tests 

between treatment groups based on the personal characteristics of the respondents.  

 

                                            
1
 Rutgers University Risk Aversion test: http://njaes.rutgers.edu/money/riskquiz/default.asp and a Risk tolerance 

questionnaire from the book “Investments” by Bodie, Z., A. Kane and A.J. Marcus (2005).  
2
 For authenticity, photos of actual financial professionals who work or have worked in the finance industry were 

chosen. Their names however, were modified to Dutch names (which are familiar to all respondents) in order to keep 

each question consistent and reduce possible biases that may arise.  
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We test (i) whether there exists gender herding, (iii) whether there exists heterogeneity between 

countries and (iii) whether more risk-averse respondents make different decisions when 

confronted with the gender frame. The latter is due to the fact that women are more risk-averse 

than men. If the respondents believe that the same holds true for women analysts, low risk 

tolerant respondents could argue (perceive) that if a female analyst is advising to buy, it would 

also be a good investment for them as well.  

 

3. Description of the Data and Empirical Results 

3.1 Description of the Survey Sample 

For 412 respondents we could determine their risk-aversion level, but some of the respondents 

did not provide us with all their personal characteristics such as their age and country of 

residence. Only 9 respondents are classified as having a low risk-aversion level and were left out 

of the analysis because of the small sample. The average age of the survey respondents is about 

19.5 years with a standard deviation of 1.77 years. Table 1 provides a more detailed overview of 

the survey sample. 

 

[Insert Table 1 about here] 

 

In our analysis we ran OLS regressions in addition to two-sample t-tests with unequal variance 

using Welch’s (1947) degrees of freedom approximation to test whether there are differences 

between the treatment groups. When respondents follow a buy recommendation, it is coded as a 

1, and 0 otherwise. 

 

3.2 Main Empirical Findings 

When confronted with a gender frame in text only, we find no statistical evidence that 

respondents make different investment decisions. However, when confronted with photographs 

of the analysts, our tests show that in some cases there are significant differences between the 

treatment groups. This implies that adding the pictures of the male and female analyst triggered 

the respondents to perceive the financial advice in a different way. In line with Mobius and 
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Rosenblat (2005) and Landry et al. (2006), Bertrand et al. (2010) state that when compared, 

expertise and credibility could be overshadowed by similarity and attractiveness.
3
  

 

[Insert Table 2 about here] 

 

Panel A, B and C of Table 2 shows that in gender specific financial advice, gender herding by 

itself does not play a role and neither does the country of residence of the respondents. However, 

when taking into account the level of risk aversion, we do find strong effects. Panel D of Table 2 

presents our findings. When faced with buy advice from a male analyst, only 35.71% of the high 

risk-averse respondents were willing to follow the buy advice. In contrast, 61.58% of the medium 

risk-averse respondents followed the male buy advice. This difference is statistically significant. 

Moreover, 35.71% of the high risk-averse respondents is willing to follow a male buy advice, 

while 62.22% of these respondents follows the female buy advice. With a p-value of 1.31%, this 

difference is highly significant. We conclude that high risk-averse respondents perceive male and 

female advisors differently to the extent that it affects their financial decision. 

 

3.3 Additional tests 

The previous subsection shows that strongest findings were between the high and medium risk-

averse respondents. Therefore, in this section we investigate whether among the high and 

medium risk-averse respondents, gender and country of residence matters.
4
 For brevity, only 

significant findings are shortly discussed. The findings of the previous subsection regarding the 

different reaction towards gender specific advice is driven by the group of female respondents.
5
 

When faced with male buy advice, only 28% of the high risk-averse female respondents is 

willing to follow that advice. When faced with buy advice from a female analyst, 76.19% of the 

high risk-averse female respondents follow that advice. This difference is highly significant (p-

value = 0.07%).  

 

                                            
3
 Note that Diacon and Hasseldine (2007) show that the way information is presented, affects the financial decisions 

and the perception of consumers. 
4
 Note that in some cases the number of respondents that fall inside a specific category are limited, especially when it 

concerns high risk-aversion as there are only 81 respondents that qualify. Consequently, in some tests the standard 

errors will be large, which makes it more difficult to find evidence in favor of our hypotheses. 
5
 The tables are available on request. 
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Only 28% of the high risk-averse female respondents follow the male buy advice and 62.71% of 

the medium risk-averse female respondents do this as well. This difference is highly statistically 

significant. When faced with female buy advice however, there is no statistical significant 

difference. This implies that among female respondents only the male buy advice frame results in 

different behavior among high and medium risk-averse respondents. Next, 60.40% of the 

medium risk-averse male respondents follow the male buy advice, in contrast to 28% for the 

female respondents and this difference is highly statistically significant (p-value is 0.39%). When 

faced with female buy advice however, this difference is significant at the 10% level (p-value is 

6.92%).  

 

Among the high risk-averse in Belgium residing respondents, 42.86% follows the male buy 

advice, while 69.22% follows the female buy advice. Likewise, among the high risk-averse in 

South-Africa residing respondents, 29.41% follows the male buy advice, while 60% follows the 

female buy advice. Only in the South-African case, these differences are statistically significant 

at the 10% level (p-value is 8.79%). Only the medium risk-averse respondents residing in 

Belgium are susceptible for gender specific financial advice as 64.29% follows the male buy 

advice, while 44.26% follows the female buy advice and this difference is statistically significant 

(p-value is 2.98%).  

 

We conclude that high risk-averse male and female respondents are reacting differently on gender 

specific financial advice, while there only appears to be weak country heterogeneity. 

 

4. Discussion 

This paper shows that when consumers are confronted visually with gender differences in 

financial advice, they perceive male and female advisors differently to the extent that it affects 

their financial decision. We argue that the findings of this study can be consistent with the 

explanation that investors perceive female and male analysts to have different skill levels, 

differences in risk-aversion levels, expertise or to be more or less trustworthy. Future research is 

necessary to test these hypotheses. 
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Appendix A – Tables 

 

Table 1: Demographics of the Survey Respondents and the Number of Observations 

   

NL 

 

BE 

 

SA 

 

Country 

Total 

High 

Risk- 

Averse 

Medium 

Risk- 

Averse 

Risk 

Aversion 

Total 

Male 227 49 92 82 223 37 190 227 

Female 167 37 52 76 165 46 121 167 

Gender Total 394 86 144 158 388 83 311 394 

High Risk-Averse 87 22 27 32 81    

Medium Risk-Averse 316 64 117 128 309    

RA Total 403 86 144 160 390    

 

Notes: The table presents an overview of the number of respondents by several demographic characteristics. 
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Table 2:  Full Sample Estimation Results 

 Male Buy 

Female Sell 

Female Buy 

Male Sell 

 

Independent estimate std. error estimate std. error p-value 

variable Panel A: full sample 

constant 0.5631 0.0346 0.5685 0.0554 0.9129 

nobs 206  197   

 Panel B: Differences in respondents gender 

Female 0.5238 0.0542 0.6145 0.0545 0.2394 

Male 0.5948 0.0461 0.5315 0.0467 0.3380 

nobs 200  194   

p-value 0.3198  0.2510   

 Panel C: Differences in respondents country of residency 

NL 0.5909 0.0749 0.6667 0.0764 0.4729 

BE 0.6000 0.0594 0.4865 0.0576 0.1739 

SA 0.5357 0.0542 0.5789 0.0568 0.5852 

nobs 199  192   

p-value 0.6934  0.1612   

 Panel D: Differences in respondents risk-aversion level 

High RA 0.3571 0.0752 0.6222 0.0741 0.0131 

Medium RA 0.6158 0.0381 0.5526 0.0403 0.2562 

nobs 206  197   

p-value 0.0024  0.4103   

 

Notes: The table shows the main empirical results. The p-values in the final column are the results of the test if there 

is a difference between the two respondent samples where they were faced with either a male or female buy advice. 

The p-values in the rows indicate whether there is a statistical significance difference within the respondent sample 

depending on differences in properties of the respondents. If the p-value is bold, it indicates significance at the 5% 

level. 

 

 


